
One Scientist’s Spiritual
Autobiography
Learning the Difference between Knowledge and Faith

By Robert C. Fletcher

~
n reflecting on my own spiritual odyssey, I am
impressed with the highly individualized na-
ture of that path. The course I have taken is
not one I would recommend for anyone else.
Each person must find his own testimony in

~:~ the light of his experience, education, and
capabilities. I find that the vast majority of
Church members have arrived at their faith
without struggling with the troublesome ques-
tions I have had. Since their faith is enabling
them to lead a wholesome life under the influ-
ence of the gospel, I feel it is a mistake to disturb
that faith with my doubts unless I feel I have
satisfying answers. I tell my story with the hope
that it will help someone who is having similar
concerns and perhaps reassure others that science
need not be feared as a destroyer of faith.
EARLY LIFE

I’m a fourth generation Mormon, or more pre-
cisely a four-and-one-quarterith generation
Mormon; that is, six of my eight great-grand-
parents were the first in their families to join the
Church, and the other two were the children of

first members. My heritage came from those vali-
ant pioneers who settled the West and estab-
lished a unique culture in the Rocky Mountains.
Yet my parents were pioneers in a different
sense. They were in the vanguard of those who
emigrated from the West with the reversal of the
"gathering of the Saints," arriving in New York
City in 1916. I was born in an apartment bed-
room in Manhattan in 1921.

Although I was raised in the mission field and
thus had mostly nonmember schoolmates and
friends, the branch (and later ward) in which I
resided provided a good part of my social life.
From an early age I felt committed to the Church.

SCIENCE
This sense of commitment remained with me,

at least at first, as my studies led me to an interest
in science. My first real excitement with school
came with a course in plane geometry. Although
all my schoolmates regarded the teacher as a
severe, ill-humored taskmaster, to me she opened
the way to the marvels of deductive reasoning. I
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stood in awe as a whole book full of theorems on
plane geometry was rigorously deduced from
only a few axioms.

Significant involvement with science had to
wait until I got to the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. In my freshman year there I was
exposed to Newton’s laws of motion. They
seemed to explain so much of what I had always
wondered about. At that time the courses in cal-
culus and physics were synchronized so that we
used the calculus to solve problems in physics
and used the physics to illustrate the usefulness
of calculus. I was impressed at how remarkable it
was that mathematically expressed laws were
actually obeyed in nature. This fascination with
science led me to major in physics. After working
at the MIT Radiation Laboratory during World
War II, I went on to get a Ph.D. in physics and
work in experimental research at the Bell
Laboratories.

One aspect of science which I found to be par-
ticularly significant was the way "truth" can be
extracted from experiment. For example, in the
midst of investigating the effect of a magnetic
field on the electrical properties of crushed sil-
icon, a group of us discovered a magnetic reson-
ance associated with the electrons in the silicon.
Now what surprised us was that there were two
resonances, not one. We speculated that these
resonances might be due to a variety of causes
having to do with the crushing of the silicon, e.g.,
dislocations, surface electrons, vacancies in the
crystalline structure, etc. Then one of the group
suggested that the two resonances might be
caused by the magnetism of the phosphorus
nucleus. Phosphorus is used in minute amounts
to "dope" the silicon to give it its electrical prop-
erties. Its nucleus is known from other experi-
ments to have only two possible orientations in a
magnetic field. Maybe the electron whose reso-
nance we were observing was associated with
this phosphorus. At first thought, this hypo-
thesis seemed unlikely since it didn’t seem to
have anything to do with the crushing. Never-
theless, it was straightforward to crush a silicon
crystal which had been doped with arsenic instead
of phosphorus and measure it. Arsenic has a nucleus
with four possible orientations in a magnetic
field. How exciting it was to find the four reso-
nances when we did the experiment. We had
moved the possibility of a hypothesis from about
one chance in ten to a probability of maybe 99%.

Then we had the idea of trying antimony as a
dopant. Antimony occurs naturally with two dif-
ferent nuclei (isotopes), one with six possible
orientations in a magnetic field, and the other
with eight. Sure enough we found all fourteen
resonances, and in just the right magnitude to
agree with their relative abundance and the right
separation to agree with their magnetism. We
now had a certainty of our hypothesis which
must approach a 99.999999% probability of being

right. We might be justified in saying we "knew"
that the number of resonances was associated
with the nucleus of the dopant. Later, we found
the resonances in uncrushed silicon, confirming
that the crushing was not the cause of the reson-
ances but only served to enhance our ability to
detect them.

The danger in believing this high probability
that our hypothesis was "true" was in extending
it beyond where it was "proven." The high cer-
tainty applied only to a very narrow part of a
possible hypothesis, namely that the electron
whose resonance we were observing was asso-
ciated with the doping impurity’s nucleus. This
suggested other hypotheses about the locali-
zation of the orbit of the electron around each
atom of the impurity, and the amount of time
the electron spent close to the nucleus so its
resonance could be affected, and on and on. But
these additional aspects of the hypothesis had
different probabilities of being correct, being
dependent on theoretical calculations and other
measurements.

Conviction as to the truthfulness of a hypo-
thesis can thus grow from a 10% probability to a
90% probability to a 99.999999% probability as
one performs successive experiments. This comes
pretty close to "knowledge" that the hypothesis
is correct. I was fortunate to be a personal wit-
ness to the excitement of discovering new knowl-
edge by this process.

This process is characteristic of scientific
"truths." Some things we "know" with high cer-
tainty when a wide variety of experimental
observations hang together to confirm them.
But as scientists, we are not always careful to
limit what we think we know to that which has
been confirmed but instead tend to believe the
whole body of scientific theory as proven, even
beyond where it is confirmed. This point was to
become very important to me.

KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE CHURCH
While I was working at the MIT Radiation Lab

during the Second World War, I shared an
apartment with three other bachelors, all of
whom were members of the Church working at
the lab. They were all called to be missionaries in
the Cambridge Branch. Although I wasn’t called
at the same time, I attended all their study groups
and was pretty well enmeshed in the missionary
environment. When the teacher who was leading
the study group discovered I was not called as a
missionary, she went to the district leader and
insisted that I be called. (Perhaps this by-passing
of inspiration is what led to my subsequent
problems.)

After I was belatedly called and set apart, I
tried to apply myself conscientiously to the cal-
ling. I had a very demanding weekly schedule of
working fifty hours a week (including Saturday
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The
words came

te me as though
spoken:: "God

does not expect
you to believe

anything but
what is

true,"

mornings), trying to keep a bachelor household,
and spending several nights a week on mission-
ary work. In addition I had a keen sensitivity to
rejection, and rejection at that time was the norm
in our missionary work. I kept thinking that the
fault was mine, that somehow if I could bear a
more fervent testimony I would be more success-
ful. Yet I found this very difficult. I didn’t feel I
"knew" the gospel was true in the same way I
could "know" the truth of a scientific hypothesis.
The more I tried to be a good missionary the
more this inner tension built up. I’m sure I prayed
very hard during thai: period for guidance.

One day, as I was walking back to our’ bachelor
apartment from MIT and contemplating this
problem, I had an experience which hit me with
such force that I can only describe it as a revela-
tioia. The words came to me as though spoken:
"God does not expect you to believe anything but
what is true. Nor does he expect you to say any-
thing but what" you believe to be tr~ae.’" As I
contemplated this, I was impressed that the
whole gospel was built on this principle. By
insisting that we discover for ourselves its truth,
the gospel had within it the seeds o~! its own
destruction if it were false.

This revelation persuaded me that I didn’t have
enough of a testimony to continue saying that I
"knew the Church was true" and therefore to
continue serving as a missionary. As .a result I
was left with the difficult task of reconstructing
a philosophy of life based on a firmer foundation
of conviction. If God didn’t make known to me
his truth with the same kind of evidence as pre-
sented from scientific experiments, what was
reasonable for him to expect of me? I decided he
could expect me to order my life according to
what I thought good even though I didn’t have a
perfect knowledge. Indeed, this seemed consis-
tent with the teachings of the Church that all
men were given a basic knowledge of right and
wrong. By consistently following that which we
deeply believe to be right, we will improve our
discernment and be led to the kind of life that
God desires of us.

I believed The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints led to a good life and, at least
for me, was the best life that I knew. I resolved to
be committed to that church until or unless I
could find something which promised a better
life or was closer to the truth. Althc, ugh out-
wardly my activity in the Church did not change
greatly, inwardly my whole perspective changed.
I came to appreciate the significance of the scrip-
ture, "and the truth shall make you free." Inter-
nal tensions were relieved since I no longer felt
the compulsion to use the word know in a way
that was different than the way it was used in
science. After this experience, I was still able to
accept calls as Gospel Doctrine teacher and Sun-
day School superintendent, honestly answer the
questions put to me in a temple interview and be
married in the temple.

FAMILY
Marriage had a profound effect on :my life. I

married a fine companion, Rosemary Bennett.
Sharing a life with her gave ]lithe more
meaning. Before I was married, truth was lonely,
abstract, and academic. After I was married, truth
was living a good life with companionship and
love. My faith was strengthened by the stead.-
fastness of my wife’s belief in the gospel. My
daughter Peggy says that my wife is con..~ervative
in her beliefs and liberal in her actions whereas
I’m liberal in my beliefs but conservative in my
actions. It makes an interesting life to couple
opposites, not without its problems but~ also not
without its rewards.

I’d also like to acknowledge a debt to my chil-
dren. The act of caring for them and watching
them mature also added great meaning to my
life. Each of them has been outstanding in his or
her own special way. They have taught me more
than I have taught them, and they are still teach-
ing me as they have grown to maturity.
REALITY OF THE SPIRIT

The next major turning point in my spiritual
development occurred in the second year of our
marriage. We were walking with another
young couple, themselves struggling gradu-
ate students. I can’t remember the conversation
that led to this particular experience, but I do
remember we were crossing a road together. By
the time we reached the other side, I had had
another of those flashes of deep insight: "The
principal evidence for the existence of the spirit is
within yourself." Miracles may have been wit-
nessed by others. Prophets may have conversed
with God face-to-face. Others could testify that
they had had spiritual experiences. But none of
those had as much evidential weight as the
observation I had of my own awareness and con-
sciousness. This must have been very similar to
the insight which Descartes had when he said, "I
think therefore:I am." The part of me that was
aware and sensitive I had no difficulty identify-
ing as my spirit.

By inference it then became e~asy to as~ume the
reality of spirit within everyone, l:~y further
inference it was not difficult to believe in the
independent existence of the spirit and hence
immortality. With immortal spiirits there must be
a purpose for mortality and a Supreme Being (or
Beings) who had such a purpose. This :~equence
of conclusions did not constit~tte a logical proof.,
but it was satisfying to me.

This greatly strengthened t:he basis for con-
tinued activity in the Church.. In addition to a
conviction of the goodness of the Church in the
lives of its members, I had the basis :for being
convinced of its theology. I discovered Alma 32 as
a logical way to get a testimony. Doctrine and
Covenants 9 led me to believe that my way of
approaching the gospel was consistent with Joseph
Smith’s; for personal guidance on a question in
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my life I should study out of the best books, listen
to people I regard as well informed, then work
out the answer in my mind, pray about it, and
then examine whether I get a good feeling about
the answer I had formulated.

Continued activity further strengthened my
faith. The Church provided a great source of
support to me. I became grateful for the many
dedicated teachers who provided instruction to
my children and the church leaders who gave
unstintingly of their time to lead us in the gospel.
I came to tolerate the imperfections.

Prayer also became very meaningful to me. I
came to appreciate that my prayers were being
answered, not always in the way I had expected,
but in the way that was good for me in the long
run. I was able to accept calls as elders quorum
president, as high counselor, and (a great sur-
prise to me) as bishop. With time I learned in
these calls to lean upon inner impressions ("burn-
ing of my bosom"?) which I do not feel too
uncomfortable identifying with the promptings
of the Holy Ghost. Indeed I believe that the pro-
cess described in Alma 32 worked for me in my
life. I had practiced the gospel in my life, and I
"knew" I had an inner peace and enlargement of
my soul that said it was good.

PATRIARCH
After I had been a bishop for a number of

years, I experienced a strong impression that I
would be called as a patriarch. My soul cried out
that this was not the calling for me. I was a
scientist. Yes, it is true that I had come to terms
with the concept of the spirit. Yes, it is true that i
had felt the influence of the Holy Spirit in my life.
Yes, it is true that I had tried to use that influence
as I pursued my responsibilities as bishop. But to
have a calling whose whole activity demanded
a constant influence of the Holy Spirit seemed
inconsistent with the discipline of a scientist,
whose training is to believe only in that which
can be demonstrated by confirming evidence. I
considered going to the stake president and say-
ing that I didn’t want my name presented to the
Council of the Twelve as a possible patriarch. I
discussed it with my wife, who is wise and practi-
cal. She pointed out that it was presumptuous on
my part to even consider going to an authority
since no one had yet spoken to me. Even when I
was interviewed by Elder L. Tom Perry, he didn’t
indicate what I was being interviewed for, so I
said nothing.

By the time the call came, I had become accus-
tomed to the notion for a period of time. I decided
it was up to the Lord to say whether to call me or
not. He knew me better than anyone else, even
than my wife. If he thought I could fill the call, I
would do it to the best of my ability. So I, the
skeptical scientist, am operating as a stake patri-
arch. I have even come to a peace of mind with
respect to the call. Although I feel inadequate, I
still feel it’s up to the Lord to decide whether he

wants me to continue in this or some other
calling.

BOOK OF MORMON
A final pillar of my faith is the Book of

Mormon. In my forty-ninth year as a member of
the Church, I read this volume of scripture all the
way through again. But in all my life up to that
time, I had never put the challenge of Moroni
10:4 to the test. So I decided to pray to have the
Holy Ghost manifest the truth of it to me. After
several prayers, I was prompted to read on in that
chapter to verse six. I received a flood of internal
confirmation when I read "and whatsoever thing
is good is just and true." I recognized that I had
had a lifetime of experience in seeing the good
effects of the Book of Mormon in the lives of
those who believed it and tried to live the gospel
as preached in The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints. Too, I had personally cher-
ished the insights gleaned from the Book of
Mormon. All of this was a testimony of the truth
of the Book of Mormon.

CONCLUSION
As I reflect back on my hesitance to use the

word know in describing how I feel about the
Church, I still feel that my use of the word is
consistent with that described by Alma in Alma
32. We can know with some certainty of the
burning within, or the enlargement of our souls,
and yet have only faith in the truths of the
Church. But at the same time I’m not inclined to
be critical of the culture in the Church which
requires good members of the Church to say
they know the Church is true. To me it reflects
an indication of a strong degree of conviction
about the Church. It’s not too hard for me to
translate "I know the Church is true" to "I know I
have had a burning in my bosom which confirms
the goodness of the Church and the truth of the
principles which it teaches." This feeling can be
so consuming as to eliminate all doubt.

Scientists can conclude many things with a
high degree of confidence. They can indeed say
they "know" those things. But there is a vast area
of truth which they haven’t yet touched. In par-
ticular I find the methods of science, which deal
primarily with the material world, do not neces-
sarily exclude the existence of a world of spirit. In
fact I believe the two worlds together represent
the totality of reality. The world of spirit gives
value, meaning, and purpose to our lives.
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